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You're going to need a bigger sofa...Doctor Who's biggest and most comprehensive monster

guide yet, The Monster Vault takes you on the ultimate tour of the Whoniverse, discovering and

cataloguing every wonderful and terrifying creature the Doctor has ever encountered.From the

notorious Daleks, to evil Stenza warrior Tzim-Sha and the ancient Thijarians, The Monster

Vault features in-depth profiles on each monster, showing the Doctor's most dangerous

enemies in their natural habitat and unveiling their secret histories. You will also discover how

monsters were created and designed, behind-the-scenes secrets, unseen details from the

original scripts, case studies and rare artwork.This lavish and visually stunning book provides

an unrivalled wealth of information, allowing you to explore the rich history of Doctor Who and

expand your knowledge and understanding of characters old and new.

About the AuthorJonathan Morris is a long-standing contributor toDoctor Who Magazine and

has written five Doctor Who novels and over 70 audio dramas for Big Finish Productions. He

has also authored documentaries for the Doctor Who DVD range and contributed to The

Scientific Secrets of Doctor Who and The Shakespeare Notebooks. Outside of Doctor Who,

he's written for various TV comedy shows and has had numerous sitcom scripts optioned and

piloted. This is his first monster book.Penny CS Andrews is a writer, performer, activist and

academic researcher. They are non-binary, hence the singular they, and have presented at

conferences from across the world. Penny has been interviewed by theGuardian, ITV and BBC

Radio 4 amongst others about autism, though mostly they talk about Doctor Who, pop culture,

politics, fandom and Ed Balls.Lee Johnson is a freelance illustrator of books and audio dramas.

He has a passion for film posters, using a cinematic style to give his artwork maximum impact

while staying true to the aesthetics of the story. He illustrated Doctor Who: The Complete

History (2015-2019) for Panini UK and Hachette Partworks, Doctor Who: The Brilliant Book

(2010-2011) for BBC Books, and Blake&#x2019;s 7 for Big Finish Productions.Paul Lang is the

former Art Editor at Doctor Who Adventures and author of the 2017, 2018 and 2019 Doctor

Who Annual. Lang also designed and helped to devise the critically-acclaimed Brilliant Books,

and also designed The Tardis Handbook, The Dalek Handbook, The Time Traveller's Almanac,

A History of the Universe in 100 Objects and the celebratory 50th anniversary book, The

Doctor - His Life and Times. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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a long-standing contributor to Doctor Who Magazine and has written five Doctor Who novels

and over 70 audio dramas for Big Finish Productions. He has also authored documentaries for

the Doctor Who DVD range and contributed to The Scientific Secrets of Doctor Who and The

Shakespeare Notebooks. Outside of Doctor Who, he’s written for various TV comedy shows

and has had numerous sitcom scripts optioned and piloted. This is his first monster

book.Penny CS Andrews (Author)Penny CS Andrews is a writer, performer, activist and

academic researcher. They are non-binary, hence the singular they, and have presented at

conferences from across the world. Penny has been interviewed by the Guardian, ITV and

BBC Radio 4 amongst others about autism, though mostly they talk about Doctor Who, pop

culture, politics, fandom and Ed Balls.Paul Lang (Edited by)Paul Lang is the former Art Editor

at Doctor Who Adventures and author of the 2017, 2018 and 2019 Doctor Who Annual. Lang

also designed and helped to devise the critically-acclaimed Brilliant Books, and also designed

The Tardis Handbook, The Dalek Handbook, The Time Traveller’s Almanac, A History of the

Universe in 100 Objects and the celebratory 50th anniversary book, The Doctor – His Life and

Times.Lee Johnson (Illustrator)Lee Johnson is a freelance illustrator of books and audio

dramas. He has a passion for film posters, using a cinematic style to give his artwork maximum

impact while staying true to the aesthetics of the story. He illustrated Doctor Who: The

Complete History (2015-2019) for Panini UK and Hachette Partworks, Doctor Who: The

Brilliant Book (2010-2011) for BBC Books, and Blake’s 7 for Big Finish Productions.The

universe is an incredible place, full of wonderful people and awesome creatures. Some are

good, some are bad, and some are slightly mad, but they’re all absolutely fascinating, and I’ve

learned loads about what makes them tick over the years.And now you can too! I’ve given

some of the galaxy’s finest natural historians access to my top-secret Monster Vaults from the

TARDIS data banks, so they can share some of this priceless knowledge with you.Of course,



me and the fam are sometimes too busy actually fighting the monsters to make lots of notes,

so my experts have filled in some of the gaps for me. A few of their ideas are so clever I could

almost believe I’d had them myself. Others are, frankly, a bit daft. But I’m sure you’ll love

reading them all.The DoctorTHE ABZORBALOFFA ruthless, arrogant creature that assimilates

its victims wholeCREATED BYWilliam GranthamAPPEARANCESLove & Monsters (2006)The

Abzorbaloff – for want of a better name – is a truly strange creature. Not because, in its true

form, it is bright green, covered in folds of loose skin and has a Mohican-style tuft of hair, but

because of its extraordinary ability to ingest its victims through its skin. Every part of the

Abzorbaloff, from head to toe, is in a permanent state of suction, so any living thing that has

any contact with it, however slight, will be consumed. In this, it more closely resembles a

bacterium or a tapeworm, and like them it is essentially parasitic in nature. Because it doesn’t

just devour its victims for nutrition – though Abzorbaloffs like to pride themselves on being

gourmets – it absorbs their minds too. Its victims’ heads remain alive and conscious within the

Abzorbaloff’s digestive tract and only when it has completely drained their brains are the heads

fully assimilated into its fleshy corpulence.In this, the Abzorbaloff shares some qualities with

the Krillitanes; just as the Krillitanes acquire physical abilities from other races, an Abzorbaloff

seeks out the thoughts and experiences of others, as its own thoughts and experiences are

profoundly dreary. And, like the Krillitanes, it has the ability to conceal its appearance using a

type of morphic illusion. While an Abzorbaloff may appear to be fully clothed, in reality it is

probably wearing little more than a thong.Abzorbaloffs have three major weaknesses. Firstly,

their greed is so great they often cannot help blowing their cover by absorbing too many

victims. Secondly, when their victims are being absorbed they become mentally linked with

their hosts and can read their minds. And thirdly, the body of an Abzorbaloff is highly unstable

and requires an artificially generated limitation field to prevent it reverting to a liquiform state.Of

course, ‘Abzorbaloff’ is only a name given to these creatures; they are not imaginative enough

to have come up with a name for themselves. But, while they may disguise their form, and their

voices (by putting on an accent) an Abzorbaloff can never disguise its villainous intent.THE

SLITHEEN GRUDGEThe Abzorbaloffs of Clom are constantly drawing sustenance through

their skin, so need to be as naked as possible. This is a predilection they share with the family

Slitheen from Clom’s twin world of Raxacoricofallapatorius. However, to an Abzorbaloff, the

family Slitheen tactic of hiding inside other creatures is beneath contempt; other creatures

should be inside you!ADIPOSEBenign parasites composed of living fatCREATED BYRussell T

DaviesAPPEARANCESPartners in Crime (2008)Turn Left (2008)The End of Time (2009)The

Adipose aren’t monsters. They don’t mean any harm. Yes, they are parasites, but that’s not

their fault. They were just evolved that way.What happened was, on their home planet, they

developed a symbiotic relationship with another species, rather like a whale, with an

abundance of blubber. Rather than gestating their own young, the Adipose employed these

whale-like creatures as surrogate wombs. They would use their specially adapted fangs to

inject a single Adipose zygote into the creature’s fatty regions. (Adipose reproduce by

parthenogenesis, so it only requires one of them.) The zygote’s seed would then genetically

rewrite the surrounding cells to become Adipose stem cells, which would bind together, like a

benign tumour, into an Adipose embryo. Once the embryo had reached infancy it would then

galvanise and painlessly detach itself from the host creature. The process was fairly rapid,

taking just a few hours, and as only one Adipose was created at a time and required only about

a kilogram of fat, the host creature would quickly be able to recover the lost fat. Indeed, as this

would mean binging on fatty food, they would rather enjoy it.By delegating the (quite literally)

labour-intensive business of reproduction, the Adipose could focus on their own personal



development. They soon became a technologically advanced race, with their own fleet of flying-

saucer-like ships. The ruling classes of the Adipose even had their own breeding planets. And

that was that – until the breeding planet of the Adiposian First Family disappeared.The First

Family still needed to breed, so they employed the illicit services of an unscrupulous wet nurse:

a humanoid called Matron Cofelia of the Five-Straighten Classabindi Nursery Fleet. She

travelled across the stars in search of a species abundant in fat, which eventually brought her

to Earth. Humans, she thought, would make ideal Adipose incubators. Not only were many of

them obese, but they were also desperate to lose weight. She could exploit this, by making

them ingest Adipose zygotes in capsule form. Then every night, around one o’clock, a remote

signal could induce parthenogenesis and a single Adipose infant could be born and

collected.Nobody would need to be harmed. In fact, the people would be grateful. It was a very

mutually beneficial arrangement …Until the Doctor arrived.ADIPOSE IN THE ZAGGIT

ZAGOOAdipose can be found across the galaxy, even in some drinking establishments, where

they scavenge on bar snacks and fatty cocktails.ALPHA CENTAURIANSHexapod

hermaphrodite diplomats with a nervous dispositionCREATED BYBrian

HaylesAPPEARANCESThe Curse of Peladon (1972)The Monster of Peladon (1974)Empress

of Mars (2017)The Alpha Centaurians are an example of one characteristic dominating the

process of natural selection. Usually that characteristic is something to do with hunting prey or

avoiding predators, but on the main planet in the system of Alpha Centauri there was plenty of

food to go round and no predators to speak of, so another characteristic dominated. Politeness.

Just as evolution can get carried away and give peacocks extraordinary plumage, it gave Alpha

Centaurians a highly developed sense of etiquette. They ended up with only a single eye to

maximise one-on-one eye contact (no sly looks, no sideways glances). They were bright green,

as it was the colour least likely to cause offence. They developed shrill, feminine voices for

clarity of diction. And they learned to walk upright, their six spare legs becoming prehensile

claws that could write and type, mainly because it turned out that maintaining high levels of

etiquette required a large amount of admin.In short, in the absence of the normal things that

guide evolution like predators and adversity, the Alpha Centaurians became a species of

stickers for rules and regulations. They were natural bureaucrats. So when the system of Alpha

Centauri joined the Galactic Federation, its people became the Federation’s favoured

diplomats. They were unfailingly polite and considerate, even though they regarded every

species they made contact with as being primitive and barbarous. Given their inoffensive

manner and disarming appearance, they were even assigned the task of being ‘first contact’ to

new species. That way, any new species would get the impression that the Federation was a

benevolent, peaceful organisation, which it was. The fact that it also had a space fleet which

could reduce a hostile planet to dust was something best held back till later.Alpha Centaurians’

devotion to social graces had one other evolutionary effect: they became hermaphrodites. Not

only would they not identify as either gender, they wouldn’t even have individual names. How it

works in terms of reproduction is something that Alpha Centaurians are unwilling to discuss;

talking about such matters in public just isn’t the done thing.UNANSWERED QUESTIONAlpha

Centaurians can live for thousands of years, which they attribute to the fact that any aggressive

impulses are channelled into extremely vigorous games of ping-pong. So should you ask an

Alpha Centuaurian the secret of its long life, it will invariably reply, ‘Table tennis!’CREATURES

OF ANDROZANIUnderground dragons, bat colonies and psychic Christmas

treesCREATURES OF ANDROZANI MINOR CREATED BYRobert

HolmesAPPEARANCESThe Caves of Androzani (1984)CREATURES OF ANDROZANI

MAJOR CREATED BYSteven MoffatAPPEARANCESThe Doctor, the Widow and the Wardrobe



(2011)The blowholes of the desert world of Androzani Minor are home to a number of species

of particular interest. There are the Magma creatures, savage carnivores that live in the

deepest strata, which come up to the upper levels to hunt. They resemble biped dragons with

claw-like hands and have a chitinous exoskeleton and a ‘cape’ of scutes to protect themselves

from superheated mud bursts and the toxic deposits of the caves’ bat colonies. These deposits

are Spectrox nests and consist of large, fuzzy, sticky balls which are the bats’ discarded

cocoons. The bats are the only creatures to be immune to raw Spectrox; the milk of their queen

acts as an antidote to its effects. Unfortunately, most of the bats have been destroyed and

those that are left have gone down to the deeps to hibernate so their milk is very hard to get

hold of.PSYCHIC FORESTS AND WOODEN MONARCHSThe world of Androzani Major

couldn’t be more different. Although parts of it have been industrialised and given over to

megacities and copper mines, much of the world remains devoted to agriculture. There are

plantations of chacaws – rough, cotton-like plants that are picked by convicts – but much more

spectacular are the forests. The native trees resemble Earth’s evergreen conifers but have a

couple of remarkable properties. Firstly, they are an extremely efficient fuel source when they

are melted down for battery fluid (Androzani harvesters do this by using satellites to deliver

acid rain). And secondly, the forest itself is a living organism, both sentient and psychic.In

secret, the forest formulated a plan for its life force to escape the acid rain. It grew a huge tower

surmounted by a translucent sphere to act as a sort of lifeboat, the idea being that the forest

could use it to evacuate its life force to the stars and transmute itself into a sub-etheric

waveband of light. The only problem was that the life force required a living host, but the forest

could see into the future to a time when some humans would come to the forest. The moment

they arrived its trees would start growing silver globes, like Christmas tree baubles, which were

eggs containing creatures made of wood. These creatures would grow into a Wooden King and

Queen which would then go to the tower to wait for the humans and ensure their

cooperation.ARGOLINS & FOAMASIGolden-skinned humanoids condemned by a race of

capitalist reptilesCREATED BYDavid FisherAPPEARANCESThe Leisure Hive (1980)The

Argolins were once a highly cultured, scientifically advanced humanoid species, with golden

skin, and yellow and green hair swept back into a bouffant, crowned with a pinecone-like organ;

this organ released seeds at regular intervals as the Argolin aged, serving as a literal indicator

of fertility.In the twenty-third century, the Argolin nations were united under Theron, an

ambitious, tyrannical warmonger. In 2250, he declared war on the Foamasi, a race of highly

intelligent reptiles, resembling a cross between chameleons and great green bush-crickets,

with a passion for private enterprise. The Foamasi retaliated by launching two thousand

interplanetary missiles. In the space of twenty minutes, Argolis was transformed into a dead

world with a radioactive atmosphere.A few Argolins survived, just, and built a recreation centre

called the Leisure Hive as a shelter. But the war hadn’t just laid waste to their planet. It had

also altered their metabolisms so that, instead of ageing gradually, they would be frozen at the

age they had been at the time of the war for their remaining years – only to race through their

ageing process in their final hours. Even worse, the war left them sterile. They were a race

without a future.Desperate for a solution, they constructed a machine based on the science of

tachyonics, the recreation generator, and experimented with creating clones using cells

donated from the remaining Argolins. At first, the only results were a series of disfigured

mutants that were never even alive. But then one healthy child was created. After that, all the

experiments ceased for twenty years, waiting for the child of the generator to grow up to

become a proficient tachyon engineer, ready to resume the programme.The war also changed

the Foamasi. Appalled at what they had done to the Argolins, their government outlawed all



private enterprise and brought everything under central control. Seeking a way to compensate

the Argolins, they set out to buy Argolis from them; while the planet’s atmosphere was lethal to

most life forms, the radioactivity-resistant reptiles would be able to live on the surface with

ease.DRESS TO COMPRESSFor reasons of both intelligence work and diplomacy, Foamasi

use artificial skin-suits to pass as humans. It may seem surprising that a large Foamasi could

fit inside such a suit. The explanation is that, like the family Slitheen, they use compression

fields, and throat-mounted translation devices to speak with human voices.AUTONS &

NESTENESA ruthlessly aggressive alien life form with an affinity for plasticCREATED

BYRobert HolmesAPPEARANCESSpearhead from Space (1970)Terror of the Autons

(1971)Rose (2005)Love & Monsters (2006)The Pandorica Opens/The Big Bang (2010)The

Nestene has no natural form. It is a disembodied, telepathic collective intelligence that exists in

interplanetary space. It has been invading and colonising planets for a thousand million years,

converting them into food stocks of protein plants, toxins and dioxins. It achieves this by using

its ability to divide its consciousness and create new bodies for itself out of plastic. Because the

Nestene can change the molecular structure of plastic and turn it into a quasi-organic matter,

they can, in a sense, make it alive.PLASTIC KILLERSThere are, broadly speaking, four types

of Nestene-plastic organism. The first is the most rudimentary: plastic imbued with the Nestene

force and a very limited intelligence, like a computer program. It can be designed to be

activated by heat, a radio impulse or a sonic device, and will then follow a simple instruction

imprinted in its cells, usually to kill or capture a human being or other living organism nearby.

Varieties of this form of organism include plastic inflatable chairs, troll dolls, daffodils and

bins.AUTONSThe next type is a more sophisticated humanoid formed of solid plastic. Facially it

has the smooth, moulded appearance of a shop window dummy. These are effectively the

Nestene’s ‘troops’, as they are armed with projectile weapons concealed within their hands.

They have very limited intelligence and are reserved for simple tasks such as guarding,

tracking signals, kidnapping, handing out flowers and indiscriminately massacring the general

public. They can also be used for reconnaissance and surveillance, as they are telepathically

linked to their Auton leader, who can issue instructions as varied as ‘Destroy’ and ‘Total

Destruction’. When activated, they may employ rudimentary facial disguises or masks, and

when they are inert they are stored in places where their appearance will not arouse suspicion,

such as shop windows and store rooms. Being made of plastic, they are virtually indestructible

and even detached parts will continue to function.NESTENE FACSIMILESThe Nestene can

make a more advanced form of Auton which is a near-perfect duplicate of a human being, even

down to brain cells and memory traces. For this, the Nestene will need to capture the human

original alive and keep it alive, albeit in a catatonic state, in order to maintain the copy. These

facsimiles are also more physically mutable; they may transform their hands into mallets, for

instance. Like the basic ‘dummy’ Autons, they will continue to function if dismembered but still

require a control signal, and if the link with the human template is lost they will revert to a

‘dummy’ form or melt away (and the human will wake up unharmed). It should also be noted

that, although the Nestene believe their facsimiles to be perfect reproductions, they tend to

have a tell-tale plastic sheen and to have some difficulty with contemporary slang.NESTENE

ORIGINALSFinally, there is the most sophisticated form of Auton, one which is literally

autonomous. These Autons have independent reasoning intelligence and will act as leaders for

any invasion. They will usually take on a human form but do not require a template to be

maintained. They can commune telepathically with other Autons and are capable of

hypnotising humans. They may even be so advanced – or so deep undercover – that they

believe they actually are real humans until they receive their activation signal, and may revert



to being ‘human’ if the signal is cut off.THE NESTENE’S TRUE FORM?Although the Nestene

is disembodied, in order to exist on a planet and feed it has to take on the physical shell of a

being ‘perfectly adapted for survival and conquest’. This requires both a sufficient amount of

intelligence energy and a crucial ‘swarm leader’, and it may manifest itself as anything from a

spider or a crab to an octopus; it may be a seething mass of tentacles, an amorphous molten

mass or a palpitating squid-like radiance. In this form, it is at its most powerful and most

vulnerable. If the manifestation is attacked with an electrical current or an aggravated

physicochemical polyacidic synthesis (also known as ‘anti-plastic’), not only will the Nestene

perish but any Autons it has activated will also cease to function.UNANSWERED

QUESTIONSWhen the Nestene attempted to invade the Earth in the early twenty-first century,

they realised that the Doctor was working against them. Being unable to find him, they placed

an Auton to observe the human being most likely to know where the Doctor could be found.

This is why there is an Auton bin keeping watch on Clive’s house.One of most curious aspects

of the Nestene’s first attempt to invade Earth is their notion of storing the catatonic General

Scobie in Madame Tussauds where they are also storing their duplicates of civil servants. The

reason is because they, quite reasonably, think it is the last place anyone would ever think of

looking for him.AXONSAn interplanetary scavenger that sucks worlds dryCREATED BYBob

Baker and Dave MartinAPPEARANCESThe Claws of Axos (1971)Axos is a space-travelling

creature that preys on planets. It feeds by embedded itself into a planet and draining away

energy through its figurative ‘claws’. But how it gains its foothold is through a very specific

evolutionary adaptation.Axos operates by deceit. Although it is a single creature, when it

encounters other races it adopts forms similar to their own to engender trust. When it arrived

on Earth, for instance, it presented itself as a race of beautiful, humanoids travelling in a

spaceship. In reality, it has three true forms. In its dormant state it is a coral-like substance

called Axonite, and when it wishes to move independently it extrudes hideous, lumbering

monsters consisting of a mass of writhing tentacles. And finally, there is Axos itself: a vast

organism containing a labyrinth of channels and chambers festooned with ganglia. Axos is

capable of growing any organ it requires – a snake-like tendril if it wishes to capture a passing

specimen of life or an eyeball on a stalk if it wishes to examine them.Axos exhibits properties

reminiscent of two Earth creatures. It is like a sponge, in that it feeds by absorbing nutrients

and consists of cells that are autonomous, but which can combine to form a single structure.

The mind of Axos is, essentially, their collective intelligence. Even if Axos is shredded, its body

can reform and regrow by absorbing energy. Axos can consume all forms of energy but favours

the life force of organic matter.And it is also like an anglerfish, in that it uses a lure. Its modus

operandi is to lull the inhabitants of a planet into trusting it, claiming to be the last survivor of an

astronomical disaster. It requests assistance, saying it only wishes to replenish its nutrition

cycles. It then offers a gift of Axonite, claiming (not entirely dishonestly) that it is a ‘thinking

molecule’ which can use energy to recreate, improve or enlarge any substance. Its victims will

then assist it by spreading the Axonite around their world, enabling it to maximise its nutrient

intake.UNANSWERED QUESTIONWhen Axos travelled to Earth, it was already malnourished,

meaning it had to activate its nutrition cycle within seventy-two hours or perish. This is

because, when the Master was leading Axos to Earth, he deliberately sent it on a roundabout

route so it would arrive exhausted and easy to defeat.THE BEASTThe ultimate manifestation

of evil from before the Dawn of TimeCREATED BYMatt JonesAPPEARANCESThe Impossible

Planet/ The Satan Pit (2006)The Beast is an idea. It has a physical form, yes – the form of a

vast, red, horned, sinewy demon, with curling ram’s horns and burning eyes in the sockets of a

rotting skull – but that is not the basis of its power. Its power is psychological. It weaves itself



into myths, legends, belief systems and nightmares, and exploits individuals’ deepest fears and

guilt. When you understand that, you understand the nature of the Beast.So much of what we

know about it is based on myths which the Beast itself may have created. Certainly the form of

a horned demon recurs across different worlds, from Earth to Skaro, in religions from

Christianity to the Church of the Tin Vagabaond. Did our idea of the Devil derive from the Beast

… or is that what it wants us to believe?We do know that the Beast was trapped deep beneath

the surface of the planet Krop Tor, which was placed in an orbit around a black hole and yet

prevented from falling into that black hole by a gravity field. The power required an inverting

self-extrapolating reflex of six to the power of six every six seconds. The number 666 is

regarded as ‘the number of the beast’ across countless worlds; is this the source?According to

the Beast, the Disciples of the Light rose up against it, and chained it in a pit at a time before

the creation of the universe. This may or may not be true, but whoever defeated the Beast

created a prison designed to hold it for eternity. If the prison was opened, the gravity field would

collapse and the planet would fall into the black hole.But then humans came to Krop Tor, and

the Beast realised it had a means of escape. It could transfer its mind into one of the humans,

and leave Krop Tor behind …THE NATURE OF THE BEASTThe Beast makes itself known to

the humans in a variety of terrifying ways: by possessing their Ood slaves, by appearing on

screens, and by speaking to them through door computers. The question is, why does it do all

this rather than just secretly possess one human and leave in their spaceship? The answer is

that the humans’ base is already collapsing into the ground, so it has to scare them as much as

possible to make them want to leave as quickly as possible. It has no time for

subtlety.BONELESSKiller graffiti creatures able to manipulate dimensionsCREATED BYJamie

MathiesonAPPEARANCESFlatline (2014)The Boneless are the strangest creatures ever to

exist. They are quite literally from another dimension. Or, to be more even more literal, from

one dimension down. While we, and all other living beings, are creatures of three dimensions,

the Boneless are creatures of two.It is not known how they entered the world of three

dimensions, or how many times they have done so. What is known is that they manifest

themselves as a rippling, melting effect on any flat surface, like slithering streaks of oil paint,

making a creaking, slithering, buzzing noise like a swarm of bees. In this form, they can reduce

any three-dimensional object – or person – to two dimensions and absorb the dimensional

energy. When reducing a victim to two dimensions, they can stretch them, enlarge them and

even bisect them along a plane, so that all that remains is a flat anatomical image.They do this

for one reason: to gain familiarity with the geometry of a living being. This is because the

second stage of a Boneless manifestation comes when they have absorbed enough

dimensional energy to become three-dimensional, wearing the flattened remains of their

victims like a ‘skin’. Thus they appear as grotesque parodies of living creatures, their lurching,

halting motion and amorphous shape betraying their unfamiliarity with three dimensions.In this

form, they can also create oversized projections of body parts, to capture more victims, and

release bursts of dimensional energy to transform two-dimensional objects into three

dimensions. Their reason for visiting our dimension is to acquire dimensional energy, as they

will home in on any particularly rich sources (such as a TARDIS) and leech the energy from

it.Beyond that, they are so alien that they defy understanding. They seem to work to a different

logic to our own and have a language that defeats even the TARDIS translation circuit. The

only thing we can be sure about is that they may attempt another invasion of our world at any

time and can exist on any flat surface.Such as the page of a book. This page. Turn it over

quickly because your life depends upon it.DIMENSIONAL DEFICITIt is an unfortunate

coincidence that the TARDIS landed in the proximity of creatures that feed on its dimensional



energy … until you realise that the TARDIS was drawn 120 miles off course. The Boneless

must have created a dimensional energy deficit that sucked the TARDIS in.THE BORADA

callous despot hybrid of a man and a cave-lizard of the planet KarfelCREATED BYGlen

McCoyAPPEARANCESTimelash (1985)The Morlox are large, long-necked, carnivorous lizards

with dog-like jaws and snouts. They can only be found in the pitch-black swamp caves of the

planet Karfel, and as a result over centuries of evolution their eyes have atrophied to the point

of blindness. Like the nocturnal and cave-dwelling species of Earth, such as moles, bats and

olm salamanders, they have developed a powerful sense of smell (it is believed they can smell

not only in stereo, but in high-definition). This sense now dominates their behaviour, sending

them into a (literally) blind frenzy; if they scent prey or a mate, you really don’t want to stand in

their way – they might not be able to see you, but they are more than capable of eating their

way through you.The Morlox use smells, produced by special glands and secreted in dung or

urine, both to mark territory and to attract a mate by use of powerful pheromones. The aroma

of a male Morlox is highly distinctive: a ‘beautiful fragrance’, bittersweet and sickly, not unlike

the scent of a carnivorous pitcher plant. This scent has the effect of attracting females and

lulling them into a docile state; it is so powerful that even human females are rendered

immobile, unable to do anything but stand and scream.BECOMING THE BORADFemale

Morlox also give off their own scent, which has the effect of sending males into a state of wild

excitement. This smell is very similar to that of the chemical Mustakozene-80, as discovered by

the Karfelon scientist Megelen. He accidentally sprayed himself with the chemical and sent the

subject of his experiment, a male Morlox, into a mating frenzy. Mustakozene-80 is also lethal to

Morlox, and that fact saved Megelen’s life. Unfortunately, the chemical also caused

spontaneous tissue amalgamation, leaving Megelen as a man-Morlox hybrid. There was a

bright side, however, as he also had massively increased strength, intelligence and longevity.

He retreated into seclusion and then, through a series of political machinations, rose to power

under a new name – the Borad – using an android of a kindly old man for his public

appearances on monitors.BURNING QUESTIONMorlox are deeply stupid creatures, driven by

instinct and lacking anything approximating to a central nervous system. However, in the

swamp caves they inhabit there is always the risk of the ignition of inflammable gas, so they

retain an instinctive fear of fire.CARRIONITESMalevolent witches from the Dawn of

TimeCREATED BYGareth RobertsAPPEARANCESThe Shakespeare Code (2007)In the

crucible of the primeval universe, before the rules of time and space had been written, there

existed beings outside our physical laws. While mortals followed the path of science and

sought to manipulate the universe using numbers and block transfer computation, other,

stranger beings harnessed the power of words. Say the right combination of words, in the right

place, focus the psychic energy … and you could rewrite reality.The Carrionites were such a

race. They feasted on fear and hatred and all other forms of negative energy until they were

transformed into the stuff of nightmares: cloaked flying skeletons of birds with long, savage

claws. They were almost limitless in their power. They could read and control the minds of

mortals. They could transport themselves anywhere at will. They built an empire of blood in the

fourteen stars of the Rexel formation, leaving worlds as blasted heaths full of weeping and

bones.Seeking to maintain the balance of the universe, the Eternals turned the Carrionites’

own power against them and banished them into a dark dimension. The Carrionites passed

into myth and legend, becoming the source of folk tales of witches and witchcraft.Then a

remarkable human being called William Shakespeare suffered such immeasurable grief that

his mind breached the Carrionites’ dimension. He had a genius for words and was on the edge

of madness, and this allowed three Carrionites to enter the real world.The three Carrionites –



Bloodtide, Doomfinger and their daughter Lilith – adopted the humanoid forms closest to their

true nature: hideous, wizened crones. They took up lodgings in London and set about freeing

the rest of their race. They would need an energy converter, a building with fourteen sides and

a stage where words of transcendent power could be spoken. They would need a

theatre.HELLO, DOLLY!The Carrionites’ power was indistinguishable from dark magic. Lilith

could weave a perception filter to make herself appear as a beautiful young woman, and could

fly with or without a broomstick. All the Carrionites had the power of telepathy and

teleportation, and could kill someone simply with a touch or a spell. Together they could create

potions that could suffuse a mind with their words. But their most remarkable device was a

DNA replication module, a doll wrapped with a lock of their victim’s hair with which they could

control them like a puppet on a string.CATKINDA species in the year five billion with both

human and cat ancestryCREATED BYRussell T DaviesAPPEARANCESNew Earth

(2006)Gridlock (2007)From their appearance, you could be forgiven for thinking that the

Catkind of the year five billion were the result of an experiment in genetic engineering, some

sort of mutation or hybrid. But the truth of the matter is, they are simply the product of

evolution.When the human race began to colonise the galaxy, they took their pets with them.

Inevitably some of the colonies fell prey to space plagues, and the humans died. But

sometimes their pets survived. Given the right conditions and a sufficient amount of time, those

pets would evolve just as humans had evolved on Earth. So it was on the planet Tandon, where

the cats followed a similar course to Homo sapiens, gaining the ability to walk upright, losing

their tails, and so forth. They retained some feline characteristics – their whiskers and their

claws – while losing their vertical-slit pupils as they were no longer nocturnal predators.After a

few billion years, they had evolved into a distinct species with its own civilisation. The fact that

they had once been domestic pets had long since faded from memory. So when a human

spaceship came to the world it came as something of a surprise to both species to discover

that they had now become equals.The story doesn’t end there, because the leader of the crew

of that spaceship, a woman called Brooke, fell in love with a Tandonian prince. They married,

and were sufficiently genetically compatible to have children. The result was a new species:

Catkind.It is interesting to note, though, that a trace memory of the relationship between

humans and cats endured. Humans still instinctively thought that Catkind were warm, caring

creatures, and some Catkind took advantage of that by instinctively feigning to be warm and

caring as a way of getting away with murder. The Sisters of Plenitude on New Earth, for

instance, presented themselves as a charitable order dedicated to the care of the sick when

really they were motivated by profit, earning a fortune from their various cures and treatments.

They cared nothing for mankind and had no scruples about using force-grown human clones

as lab rats in their research lab.UNANSWERED QUESTIONIt may seem odd that Thomas and

Valerie Brannigan’s children resemble kittens, but this is easily explained as a form of infantile

atavism, like human embryos having tails, and because the children take after their

father.CHAMELEONSFaceless aliens intent on stealing the identities of package

touristsCREATED BYDavid Ellis and Malcolm HulkeAPPEARANCESThe Faceless Ones (1967)

Kirk Andersen, “Visually stunning and highly descriptive.. A great book of monsters from the

longest-running science fiction TV series. Fun just to browse and peruse through. The

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/eYada/Doctor-Who-The-Monster-Vault-Part-of-Doctor-Who-131-Books


descriptions of the monsters will shock you and make your imagination run wild. A book for Dr

who fans mainly, though.”

Bob, “A Good Collection of Monsters. An insightful book, even if artistic license has been

employed to lighten the mood and add a little querky humour. On the whole a well written and

put together book, but as it is a book by the BBC there should be no garammatical, or spelling,

mistakes of which there are a few; but I am a perfectionist and the BBC can afford editors and

proof readers.”

Charlie Wheeler, “Gorgeously Illustrated and Encyclopedic. A really stunningly designed book,

perfect for a Doctor Who fan (young or old!). The design of the book is standout and the

artwork is stunning, particularly 60s and 70s monsters who are usually consigned to a small

B&W image shoehorned into a page are given huge full page colour artwork - beautiful!I also

love the little extra details the authors have included!There are a few tiny errors with dates etc

on some pages, but by no means is this any detriment to the rest of the book. It's crammed full

of information and stunning artwork, 5 stars anyday!”

BobHellier, “the monster vault. i like this product because it keeps you up to date on the

monsters and recent doctor who episodes to go with my other books on doctor who a must

have for doctor who fans”

Mason Bingley, “A fantastic book!. Stunning. This book has every alien from classic to modern

who. The illustrations are so good as well. This really is a brilliant book. I’m hoping there’ll be a

Part 2 with villains or companions/friends. Something. That would be cool.”

Katrina Lidster, “Great !. I bought this as a gift for my grandson, he is going to love it, worth

every penny, great quality and full of images and information.”

The book by Paul Lang has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 166 people have provided feedback.
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